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Abstract. The hallucinogenic diterpene salvinorin A potently and 
selectively agonizes the human kappa-opioid receptor (KOR). Its 
unique attributes–lack of a basic nitrogen, rapid brain penetrance, short 
half-life–combined with the potential of KOR as an emerging target for 
analgesics have stimulated extensive medicinal chemistry based on 
semi-synthesis from extracts of Salvia divinorum. Total synthesis 
efforts have delivered multiple, orthogonal routes to salvinorin A, its 
congeners and related analogs with the goal of optimizing its activity 
towards multiple functional endpoints. Here we review total syntheses 
of the salvinorin chemotype and discuss outstanding problems that 
synthesis can address in the future.  
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1. Introduction 

Opioid addiction and overdose have been rising problems in 
the United States and around the world since the late 1990s when 
prescriptions of opioids to treat chronic pain began to increase 
sharply.1  In 2017, 1.7 million Americans abused prescription opioids 
or related substances; 2018 saw 128 deaths per day from opioid 
overdose.2, 3  Humans express four types of opioid receptors: µ, κ, δ, 
and the nociceptin receptor.  All are G protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCRs) associated with the Gi protein, meaning each inhibit adenyl 
cyclase upon activation, which produces an analgesic effect, pain 
relief.4  Many prescription opioids associated with addiction, overdose 
and death (e.g. morphine, oxycodone, codeine, fentanyl) are agonists 
of the µ-opioid receptor.5   This receptor is implicated in physical 
dependence and respiratory depression side-effects more than its 
related family member, the κ-opioid receptor (KOR).6  Pharmacology 
of the κ-opioid receptor is challenging and underexplored, making 
selective ligands of the κ-opioid receptor valuable targets.  Like many  

 

Figure 1. Salvinorin diterpenes and select analogues. 
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GPCRs, KORs exist in a dynamic state, changing from inactive to 
multiple active conformations of varying stability upon agonist 
binding.7  Recently, an active-state crystal structure of the κ-opioid 
receptor has been solved,8 but its many related active conformations 
and the structural effects of small molecule ligands remain uncertain.  

 The multiple active conformations of the KOR provide the 
basis for ligands to bias signaling pathways.  Both G-protein dependent 
and independent signaling can occur when an agonist binds.  Whereas 
the G-protein dependent pathway inhibits adenylyl cyclase activity and 
regulates cAMP levels, the G-protein independent pathway activates 
MAP kinases which recruit β-arrestin proteins and ultimately 
internalize the receptor.9  Research suggests that negative side effects 
associated with KOR activation, such as dysphoria and 
psychotomimesis,10 are caused by activation of β-arrestin, whereas 
useful analgesic effects are linked to the G-protein dependent pathway.  
Bohn demonstrated in 2016 that triazole agonists of the KOR biased 
for the G-protein dependent pathway relieved pain and itch in mice 
without reductions in locomotion or dopamine levels, effects 
associated with dysphoria.11  Other studies have shown that mutant 
KORs which are not phosphorylated by GRKs (G-protein coupled 
receptors kinases) do not induce condition place aversion,12 while 
antinociception is maintained in β-arrestin knock out mice.13  The exact 
consequence of this divergent signaling is not settled science and still 
sparks debate, as represented by claims that β-arrestin signaling was 
not needed for KOR agonist-mediated aversion.14  Many unanswered 
questions regarding biased ligand pharmacology have driven 
researchers to explore new and unique KOR agonists. 

 The salvinorin class of neoclerodane diterpenoid (Figure 1) 
was first isolated from Salvia divinorum, a plant found in Southern 
Mexico.15   Salvinorin A (SalA) (1, Figure 1) was identified as the 
main hallucinogenic component of S. divinorum and annotated as a 
potent and selective kappa-opioid receptor agonist.16  It is unique 
among opioid receptor ligands in its lack of nitrogen atoms but high 
affinity (Ki = 160 pM) for KOR.17 Basic amines in opioid ligands were 
previously thought necessary for high affinity binding via formation of 
a salt-bridge with a conserved aspartate residue.18, 19   Many conflicted 
docked poses of SalA in the KOR have been proposed in the literature 
(Figure 1b). The unusual, unknown binding mode and high selectivity 
for KOR have stimulated many SalA analogue and bioassay 
campaigns.  The overwhelming majority of these analogues were 
produced through semi-synthesis, and changes were generally limited 
to substitutions at the C2 acetate, C4 ester, and C12 furan.   An 
extensive body of literature and several reviews have compared SalA 
analogue affinities and potencies (EC50) of KOR binding and 
activation.20  While most analogues exhibited lower potency compared 
to SalA, some have improved activity or favorable properties: a 
methoxy methyl ether substitution at C2 improved the EC50 and 
replaced the metabolically labile acetate.21 Some analogues have even 
shown biased agonism through an isothiocyanate substitution at C2.22 

Two problems impede structure activity relationship (SAR) 
studies of SalA.  The first involves scaffold instability, as SalA 
undergoes epimerization at C8 to its significantly less potent isomer in 
mildly basic conditions (Figure 1c);23, 24 bioassays of mixtures of 
epimers could produce inconclusive or conflicting results.  The second 
hinderance is the synthetic challenge posed by SalA. The highly 

oxidized all trans-fused 6/6/6 ring system and its seven stereocenters 
present an obstacle daunting enough to prompt greater than 40 semi-
synthesis campaigns.  Intriguing biological profiles combined with 
synthetic complexity have suggested SalA and its congeners as 
important targets for total synthesis investigation.  Several groups have 
sought a solution practical enough to enable a medicinal chemistry 
campaign.  This review will cover the approaches towards and 
completed total syntheses of SalA and other related salvinorin 
scaffolds.  Their benefits and deficits will be highlighted and put into 
the larger context of continued exploration of SalA SAR and the 
capability to further elucidate KOR pharmacology. 

2. Rook and Perlmutter Approaches  

The first attempt to synthesize SalA was made in 2006 by 
Rook and coworkers (Figure 2).25 Their analysis of the scaffold 
suggested that retrosynthetic disconnection of the natural product into 
two relatively equal sized halves, an A-ring cyclohexanone 7 and C-
ring δ-lactone 10, would offer some benefit to synthesis: efficiency and 
convergency.  Conversion of these two fragments to SalA, although 
never attempted, was proposed to be feasible by Michael addition, 
followed by ring-closing olefin metathesis and hydrogenation. 

 Initial attempts to enantioselectively synthesize A ring 
fragment 7 relied on pseudoephedrine as a chiral auxiliary to effect a 
diastereoselective Diels-Alder reaction between methyl acrylate 9 and 
complex furan 8.  This building block was accessed from enyne 11 via 
condensation with (+)-pseudoephedrine to produce enamine 12, 
followed by acidic deprotection and base-induced cyclization to furan 
13, another acidic deprotection yielded desired furan 8. Alternative use 
of (–)-ephedrine provided access to the diastereomer of 14. 
Surprisingly, both series of auxiliary led to the same enantiomeric 
series of cycloadduct but in different diastereomeric ratios.  

 Treatment of 8 with methyl acrylate and water, followed by 
hydrolysis with buffered acetic acid produced a 1:1 mixture of 15 and 
16 derived from exo and endo Diels-Alder cycloadducts, whereas 
stereoisomer 14 led to a 1:9 ratio. Unfortunately, exo isomer 15 
embodied the correct relative stereochemistry at C2 and C4, so absence 
of selectivity actually provided the highest throughput and yielded 15 
in moderate enantiomeric excess (60% ee). Treatment of 15 with boron 
tribromide followed by quench with 2,4,6-collidine furnished cyclic 
enone 17; relative stereochemistry was confirmed by observation of a 
NOE enhancements between the C2 and C4 protons, which were 
absent in the ring opened endo adduct.  Acetylation of enone 17 was 
accomplished by acetyl chloride in the collidine-quenched solution of 
the boron tribromide reaction.  All attempts to isolate 17 or acetylated 
18 by normal phase chromatography led to epimerization at C4.  
Although reverse phase HPLC suppressed epimerization, this sequence 
was only attempted on rac-15; scalemic 18 was never produced and the 
planned conjugate addition of a vinyl organometallic was not reported.   

The Perlmutter group also published an approach towards the 
salvinorin A scaffold (Figure 3) and planned to probe the biological 
consequences of C20 removal. 26  In contrast to later work,17 this study 
did not associate the C20 methyl with SalA scaffold destabilization or 
recognize its effects on C8 epimerization. Instead, its importance was 
attributed to its absence from semi-synthetic SAR studies. Like Rook,  
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Figure 2. Rook’s approach to the A-ring of salvinorin A illustrated the difficulty of these substituted building blocks. 

the synthesis design relied on a key Diels-Alder cycloaddition, in this 
case between a quinone surrogate of the A-ring and a dienyl C-ring.  
This diene reaction partner 20 had previously been synthesized via 
enyne metathesis by Snapper in syntheses of the cacospongionolide 
sesterterpenes. 27 Reaction with quinone 22 and TiCl4 delivered Diels-
Alder adduct 23 in a modest 37% yield but with several key 
stereocenters formed in high selectivity. C10 was then epimerized by 
DBU to generate tricycle 24 with a surprising trans-A/B enedione ring 
junction and all skeletal carbons in place. Conjugate reduction was 
effected by sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4) in toluene/H2O containing 
Adogen 464, a long-chain alkylammonium chloride, to give tricycle 
19, the furthest advanced intermediate achieved.   

 Perlmutter’s approach rapidly assembled the tricyclic SalA 
core with the correct stereochemistry of key non-epimerizable 
stereocenters. Although conjugate reduction conditions were identified 
to bring the A-ring closer to the correct oxidation state, these 
intermediates were not elaborated further towards SalA or 20-nor-
SalA.  A later variation on Perlmutter’s approach was published by 
Hanquet in 2011 that used the same dienophile appended with a chiral 
sulfoxide to couple with racemates of the dienes.28  These two 
approaches showcase the deceptive simplicity of the salvinorin 
scaffold, especially when a robust, practical synthetic approach must 
be achieved. Several total syntheses of SalA have chased this elusive 
goal, but the target itself may represent a red-herring.  

3. Evans’ Asymmetric Synthesis 

 The first total synthesis of SalA was accomplished by the 
Evans group in 2007: a 29-step, asymmetric route that featured an 
unusual transannular Michael cascade from a macrocyclic lactone 

(Figure 4).29  This approach took inspiration from Evans’ prior work 
on FR182877 and hexacyclinic acid, which involved transannular 
Diels-Alder cycloadditions to forge multiple stereocenters of a fused 
polycycle.30   Although macrocyclic subtargets are normally 
deprioritized in retrosynthetic analysis, macrocyclic stereocontrol 
combined with downstream synthetic ease can influence risk 
assessment. Macrolactones, in particular, can be especially easy to 
synthesize. Macrolactone 25 and its acyclic precursor 37 can be traced 
back via fragment coupling to a vinyl iodide furanyl segment 26 and 
functionalized aldehyde 27.   

 Synthesis of the aldehyde fragment began with an 
enantioselective, nickel catalyzed ortho-ester alkylation, followed by a 
Claisen condensation to yield β-keto ester 29 in high enantioselectivity 
and yield.  Phosphorylation and subsequent cross coupling installed the 
C19 methyl group with selectivity for the E-stereoisomer derived from 
(Z)-enol phosphate geometry. The α,β-unsaturated ester was converted 
to the aldehyde via reduction/oxidation, and engaged in an asymmetric 
aldol reaction controlled by an Evans auxiliary. Auxiliary 
methanolysis, alkene oxidative cleavage and ephedrine-mediated 
asymmetric zinc acetylide addition provided 32, which was advanced 
to aldehyde fragment 27 in three steps. Vinyl iodide 26 was 
synthesized from ynone 33 via asymmetric reduction and alkyne 
isomerization, followed by carboalumination/ iodination and alcohol 
protection as the triethylsilyl ether. 

 Fragment coupling was achieved by conversion of vinyl 
iodide 26 into its Grignard reagent via lithium-halogen exchange and 
transmetalation by magnesium bromide etherate; diastereoselective 
addition to aldehyde 27 was governed by chelation control by the 
neighboring BOM ether. Protecting group manipulations and 
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Figure 3. Perlmutter established a remarkably concise 7-step approach to the salvinorin framework. 

hydrolysis of the methyl ester furnished macrolactonization substrate 
37, which was cyclized as its mixed anhydride at high dilution (1.5 
mM).31  Addition of TBAF at -78 °C initiated the transannular Michael 
cascade and delivered a single diastereomer 25, having set three 
stereocenters, two quaternary. The authors rationalized the selectivity 
by a chair-like transition state that positions the bulkiest substituents in 
pseudo-equitorial positions and favor the trans-decalin ring junction. 
The final manipulations en route to SalA include iterative reduction of 
the C7 ketone, which unfortunately almost completely favors the 
incorrect C8 stereoisomer 40. Later treatment of 40 with methanolic 
potassium carbonate establishes an equilibrium with the correct 
stereoisomer 2 (salvinorin B) as the minor component (2.5:1). 
Acetylation of the C2 alcohol completes their synthesis of SalA in 29 
steps in 1% overall yield. 

 The Evans synthesis established a benchmark to measure 
subsequent SalA syntheses.  The transannular Michael cascade, while 
unconventional, forms quaternary stereocenters that are difficult to 
obtain in future efforts and establishes each of the seven stereocenters 
with absolute stereocontrol. If use as a blue-print for medicinal 
chemistry is the ultimate goal, the efficiency of this route must 
improve. The authors highlight control of C8 stereochemistry: the 
incorrect epimer was favored kinetically by tert-butanol protonation of 
the corresponding enolate and Munro et al. established that the same 
incorrect epimer is favored thermodynamically.32 This feature creates a 
bottleneck in the synthesis, but also raises the specter of scaffold 
suitability: perhaps SalA is a poor target for total synthesis. 

4. Hagiwara’s First Generation Asymmetric Synthesis 

The next total synthesis of SalA was published by the Hagiwara group 
and also completed in an asymmetric fashion (Figure 5).33  The 
Hagiwara strategy differs significantly from Evans in its orthodoxy, 
utilizing the reliable Wieland-Miescher ketone strategy to access 
neoclerodane terpenes.34,35 While this approach avoids a macrocyclic 

intermediate and begins with two rings already intact, the oxygenation 
pattern must be shifted by one position at multiple carbons—
occasionally a challenging tactic. Some efficiency is gained back by 
parallel installation and oxidation of the C17 and C18 carbonyls.   

 The Wieland-Miescher ketone derivative 45, synthesized in  
3 steps in their previously reported synthesis of (-)-methyl 
barbascoate,34 already possesses the A, B ring systems and C1 
oxygen—an advanced starting point. Reductive alkylation with α-iodo 
ethyl acetate furnished ketoester 47 in 51% yield, although significant 
material was lost due to alcohol elimination. Next, ketal removal 
followed by dual methylenation installed the C17 and C18 carbons 
concurrently.  Further functional group manipulations arrived at 
intermediate 44, which could be subjected to dual hydroboration/ 
oxidation to the aldehydes of C17 and C18 in a high yielding sequence 
that formed both the C4 and C8 stereocenters with the desired 
stereochemistry after epimerization.  Ketalization of the newly formed 
aldehydes followed by TBS removal and subsequent primary alcohol 
oxidation delivered a precursor to addition of the furan motif.  
Treatment of 53 with 3-lithiofuran at low temperature delivered 
alcohol 54 in useful yields but with low dr: 2:3 in favor of the incorrect 
diastereomer. These isomers, however, proved separable, and the target 
isomer could be subjected to acid-catalyzed deketalization to form 
lactol 55. Oxidative hydrolysis with DDQ removed the MPM 
protecting group, and all that remained was to increase the oxidation 
states at C1, C2, C4, and C17. Three of these oxidations were 
accomplished in a single step with PDC; subsequent methyl ester 
formation furnished intermediate 43, only missing the oxidation at C2. 
Rubottom oxidation was employed to accomplish this final 
transformation: formation of the C2 enol ether and oxidation with m-
CPBA gave a 70% overall yield of the C2 C–O bond, but with the 
incorrect stereochemistry. A final Mitsunobu reaction inverted this 
stereocenter with concomitant incorporation of the target acetate, but 
required long duration and excess of reagents.  As later noted by our 
group, Hagiwara acknowledges that this C2 acetylation is a  
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Figure 4. Evans’ synthesis featured an unorthodox transannular Michael cascade to access the tricyclic core.  
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Figure  5.  Hagiwara’s first generation synthesis started from a Wieland-Miescher ketone derivative.

difficult task: competing epimerization and elimination decrease the 
yield, as does purification of excess reagent. This foundational work by 
the Hagiwara group constituted an efficient asymmetric synthesis of 
SalA in 20 steps and 0.5 % overall yield.  Most notably, the one-carbon 

movement of oxidation state was streamlined by concurrent operations 
in the A and B rings.  Remarkably, Hagiwara appears to have avoided 
the epimerization of C8 during the end-game, although the 40% yield 
in lactone formation may reflect an epimeric byproduct. This  
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Figure 6. Hagiwara’s second generation synthesis revised the C-ring synthesis. 

epimerizable carbon, however, prevented direct installation of the final 
acetoxy group and required a three-step workaround.  Hagiwara’s 
second-generation synthesis addressed some of these pitfalls. 

5. Hagiwara’s Second Generation Asymmetric Synthesis 

Hagiwara published a second synthesis one year later that relied on a 
similar strategy of parallel C17/C18 oxidation, but sought to overcome 
the poor dr of the previous 3-lithiofuran addition and to circumvent the 
many protecting group manipulations that snarled the first route 
(Figure 6).36 

 This second synthesis opened as the first with oxidation of a 
Wieland-Miescher ketone derivative and reductive alkylation to install 
an ethyl acetate motif.  The hydroxyl group was protected as a 

triethylsilylether and doubly triflated with Comins’ reagent.  The ethyl 
ester was then converted to its Weinreb amide into which 3-lithiofuran 
added once.  Ketofuran 60 thus circumvents the poor dr of the first 
route and foists the responsibility of diastereoselective addition onto a 
hydride reagent—from which there are many to choose. Both 
enoltriflates were then catalytically carboxylated: recovered mono-
carboxylated products were then resubjected to afford the di-methyl 
ester 64 in high yield. K-Selectride, tasked with delivery of high 
stereoselectivity, performed admirably, forming tricycle 60 as a single 
stereoisomer after in situ lactonization.  Conjugate reduction with SmI2 
afforded tricycle 65, however with the incorrect stereochemistry at 
C8—similar to Evans’ observations using polar methods.  TBAF-
mediated deprotection of the TES group led to partial epimerization at 
C8, and treatment of the undesired epimer with potassium carbonate in 
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methanol afforded a 7:3 mixture favoring the undesired C8 epimer in 
94% yield, which allowed iterative recycling to increase overall yield.  
Oxidation using Dess-Martin periodinane intercepted previous 
intermediate 43, completing a formal synthesis.  This synthesis 
proceeds in 18–20 steps, depending on whether recycling/resubjection 
steps are included, and improves the overall yield from 0.5—1.4% 
(with 4x recycling of the C8 epimer). 

 Hagiwara’s second generation synthesis solved the difficult 
C12 diastereoselectivity problem of the first generation route,   
however the C8 stereocenter was no longer set early in the synthesis 
and thus formation of the stereocenter favored the undesired epimer.  
The synthesis end game still required the arduous C2 oxidation and 
inversion of stereochemistry.   

6. Hagiwara’s Salvinorin F Synthesis 

 The Hagiwara group also pioneered syntheses of challenging 
neoclerodane diterpenoid congeners of SalA, such as salvinorin F 71 
(Figure 7).37  Salvinorin F is a minor metabolite of S. divinorum and 
its biological activity not as extensively studied. Its structure and 
synthesis could also serve as a key linchpin for the syntheses within the 
salvinorin family.  Salvinorins C-I all contain the same C3 unsaturation 
as F and additional oxidation in the A ring.   

Hagiwara took advantage of his second-generation synthesis of SalA 
and diversified intermediate 59 to reach salvinorin F. As in the 
previous synthesis, SmI2 effected conjugate reduction of the tricycle; 
here, however, a monoreduction is desired.  Solvent, proton source and 
temperature each played a role: toluene and pivalic acid at -78 °C 
maintained unsaturation at C3. However, C8 epimers were again 
produced, and the incorrect stereoisomer predominated 3:1. The minor 
isomer 69 underwent desilyation with TBAF, buffered with acetic acid 
to mitigate epimerization, and afforded salvinorin F. The still-protected 
C8 epimer 68 was subjected to unbuffered TBAF to furnish salvinorin 
F and its C8 epimer in 82% yield, heavily favoring the incorrect C8 
configuration, which could be iteratively recycled with methanolic 
potassium carbonate (25% 71 per iteration).   

 Hagiwara’s synthesis of salvinorin F was one of the first 
syntheses of other salvinorin family members and it showcases how 
divergency of previous SalA syntheses can produce other members of 
the family where biological activity is underexplored.  The synthesis 
also reiterates the instability of the salvinorin scaffold, with the 
continued problem of C8 epimerization. 

 7. Forsyth’s Asymmetric Synthesis 

Another strategy to access SalA relies on the use of an 
intramolecular Diels-Alder reaction (IMDA) to construct the trans-
decalin core early in the synthesis. The efficiency and predictability of 
IMDA reactions allows subsequent risk and effort to be pushed ahead 
to later steps, either functional group interconversions, C-ring 
construction or both. The powerful predictability of the Diels-Alder 
reaction may explain why two groups independently published related, 
yet distinct, variations on this strategy.  

 

Figure 7. Hagiwara’s extension to salvinorin F, which suffers the same 
epimerization problem as salvinorin A. 

Forsyth and co-workers were the first to explore the IMDA 
approach in 2016 (Figure 8). 38 Their route began from tartaric acid 
derivative 74—a substructure recognition strategy that allows 
enantiospecific entry to the synthesis. Efficiency depends, however, on 
the minimization of functional group interconversions (FGIs) between 
strategic waypoints:  74, Diels-Alder cycloadduct 79, and SalA (1).  
Three other key disconnections are crucial to introduce the remaining 
stereocenters: (i) double reduction of diene 83, (ii) diastereoselective 
addition of (3-furyl)Ti(OiPr)3 with (R)-BINOL-TiOiPr2 to aldehyde 
72; and (iii)  palladium-mediated decarboxylative allylation. The key 
Diels-Alder cycloaddition establishes two central stereocenters and is 
assisted by a dithiane. In contrast to a ketone, the dithiane is believed 
to minimize allylic strain in the transition state (TS), but also serves as 
a linchpin to merge diene and dienophile. The stereochemical outcome 
can be rationalized by a chair-boat TS in which all substituents are 
pseudoequatorial except for the vinyl methyl group. The reaction was 
conducted under reflux in 1,2-dichlorobenzene and yielded 80 after 
oxidation of the dithiane (60% in two steps). Palladium-catalyzed 
allylation successfully reached the targeted product 81 stereoselectivly 
and in 94% yield, where stereocontrol is justified by steric hindrance. 
In a major advance for this area, a stereoselective addition of the furan 
moiety is achieved by addition of a furan-3-titanium alkoxide in the 
presence of (R)-BINOL-Ti(OiPr)2. Lactonization occurs spontaneously 
to yield 74% of the  
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Figure 8. Forsyth’s synthesis features an intramolecular Diels-Alder reaction to establish the hindered decalin core of SalA

target product in a diastereoisomeric ratio of 8:1, favoring the correct 
configuration at C12.  

The major drawback of this pathway is the endgame, inspired 
by Hagiwara, whereby double reduction with SmI2 yields two 
diastereomers, epimeric at C8 and favoring the incorrect 8S isomer. 
Selective acetylation of the 8R product 84 on the hydroxyl group at 
position C2 and selective oxidation at C1 yields SalA.  

8. Metz’s Synthesis  

Metz also explored an IMDA strategy but with an interesting 
twist in its double application (Figure 9).39 In contrast to  Forsyth, the 
Metz group began with construction of the lactone ring with correct 
configurations at C8, C9 and C12 in order to relay stereochemistry  to 
the trans-decalin core using an IMDA reaction. The lactone core itself, 
however, was also constructed with an IMDA.  

The Metz group had previously described a route to lactone 86,40 
which was optimized by use of Liebeskind coupling and prolonged  
reaction times. The configuration of C8, however, did not correspond 
SalA. The synthetic route to access 85 transits through 86 and includes 
a Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction under basic condition 
sufficient to epimerize C8 partially. However, base leads to 
isomerization of the (E)-enoate and still favors the unproductive cis-
substituted lactone, which could not be efficiently converted to SalA 
without generating complex stereoisomeric mixtures. Instead, the 8R 
diastereoisomer was successfully converted into 85 using a Pd-
catalyzed Stille coupling with a vinyl tributylstannane. Triene 85 was 
dissolved in chlorobenzene along with BHT (2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-
methylphenol) and warmed to 200°C to produce the desired 
diastereomer 97, a precursor of SalA. The trans configuration of C8 
and C9 leads to an endo-chair transition state with the lactone ring in a 
chair conformation which forms 97. This cycloaddition  
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Figure 9.  Metz’s synthesis of SalA featured two intramolecular Diels-Alder reactions to  relay stereochemistry from a chiral alcohol

step provides the trans-decalin core of SalA with a good selectivity 
(88%, 94% ds) and sets three stereocenters at C4, C5 and C10.  Final 

functionalization steps of the cyclohexene include an OsVIII- mediated 
dihydroxylation, selective silyl-group protection of the alcohol at C2  
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Figure 10. Prisanzano’s synthesis parlayed the Evans’ tranannular Michael cascade into a short route to a moderately active SalA analog.   

and a Ley-Griffith oxidation to obtain the ketone at C1. A final 
Mitsunobu reaction reduces the large excess of reagents used by 
Hagiwara but has the disadvantage of generating 2-epi-salvinorin A 
(18 %) along with the desired product (81%).  

9. Prisinzano’s 16-step Analogue Total Synthesis  

 As is common in natural product total synthesis, a target 
selection is justified by biological activity. SalA benefits from 
extensive literature detailing its study or justifying its importance: over 
530 papers are catalogued by Web of Science to contain “salvinorin” 
as a topic word. Its importance derives from high selectivity and 
potency at the kappa-opioid receptor,16 its rapid and efficient brain 
penetrance,41 and in vivo data from animals as well as humans due to 
recreational use.42,43, Many papers describe structure-activity 

relationships, and the Prisinzano group has been a leader in this area, 
producing diverse analogues through semi-synthesis, many with 
surprising and useful properties.44,45,46,47 Some generally accepted 
findings are: substitution at the C4 ester often lowers activity and the 
carboxylic acid is completely inactive;48 heteroatom substitution at C2 
is necessary for activity, but can be improved by a metabolically stable 
methoxy methyl (MOM) ether, as opposed to a labile acetate;21 the 
furan is crucial, as its removal ablates activity (hydrogen bonding was 
proposed as a preferred interaction,49 but subsequently disproven,17 see 
Section 10); structural changes to the C-ring (lactol or cyclic ether) 
retain potency within one order of magnitude, but diverse C-ring 
modifications have been difficult to obtain through semi-synthesis.50  

 Given these findings, the Prisinzano group proposed a 3-
point binding model of SalA involving the C2 acetate, C4 ester, and 
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C12 furan. They sought to leverage this knowledge to produce a 
concise and diversifiable synthesis of the SalA scaffold and explore its 
pharmacology with greater flexibility than what is possible through 
semi-synthesis. The C19 and C20 methyls were assumed to be 
unimportant for binding—a question not yet addressed by the earlier 
Perlmutter work—and the synthetically-required B-ring ketone was 
retained.  This main target, 99, dubbed a “pseudo neoclerodane,” relied 
on Evans’ synthetic strategy for its construction (Figure 10). Retention 
of oxidation at C7 reduced the number of steps, but introduced some 
uncertainty since its affect on binding was unexplored.  

 Aldehyde 101, available in 4 steps,51 was subjected to 
hydroxymethylation under Boeckman conditions52 and a subsequent 
Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reaction with phosphonate 102 (also 
described by Boeckman) arrived at intermediate 105 in good yield and 
dr.53  Methylation and thermolysis of 105 in xylenes at 150 oC 
generated a ketene which was captured furyl alcohol 104 to furnish 
ester 107, after NaBH4 reduction.  Three functional group 
interconversion led to the precursor of Nozaki-Hiyama-Kishi 
macrocyclization, which was effected by 10 equiv. CrCl3 and 0.02 
equiv. NiCl2, to yield an inconsequential mixture of diastereomers in 
63% yield. Oxidation with Dess-Martin periodinane converted the 
allylic alcohol into a Michael acceptor that was poised to undergo 
Evans’ transannular cascade cyclization upon treatment of 100 with 
TBAF. The reaction occurred in good yield, but 99 was contaminated 
with a stereoisomer (33%) that either derived from impure 100 or poor 
stereocontrol in the Evans cascade. It should be noted that step 
counting in this report combines multistep reactions separated by 
solvent distillation, aqueous workup and filtration; more orthodox 
enumeration of steps expands the nine steps noted in the abstract to 
sixteen. 

 The last question to be answered by Prisinzano was whether 
these analogues had potential to be active. Target 99 was assayed for 
kappa-opioid receptor potency and compared to SalA itself, as well as 
the endogenous opioid peptide dynorphin A. Unfortunately, 99 
displayed over 100-fold loss in activity. Such a variation was not 
clearly assignable since so many structural changes separate 99 from 
SalA. So, a promising start to new SalA analogues has been uncovered, 
but refinements to the synthesis and significant gains in potency are 
necessary before a powerful platform for pharmacology can be 
realized.  

10. Shenvi’s 20-nor-SalA and O6C-20nor-SalA Synthesis 

 Our group sought to address the salvinorin problem informed 
by the persistent issue of C8 epimerization—which scuttled total 
synthesis and semi-synthesis campaigns, as noted above. At the time, 
however, the driving force for C8 epimerization had not been 
identified. We hypothesized two driving forces: 1,3-diaxial strain 
between the C20 methyl and the C12 hydrogen, which is relieved by 
C8 epimerization; and increased planarization of the C-ring lactone, 
whose CO—C=O dihedral angle is decreased in the cis-ring junction. 
Therefore two scaffold changes—C20 replacement with H and lactone 
replacement with cyclohexane—were applied to SalA. In essence, 
these changes took the place of initial retrosynthetic transforms to 

reduce synthetic complexity, but corresponded to ‘nonsense’ steps to 
stabilize the scaffold. In fact, C20 methyl deletion achieved both: the 
scaffold was predicted to favor the correct C8 configuration and, even 
though structural complexity remained the same, a short route 
appeared to open.  

 A Michael disconnection that would have been difficult and 
stereochemically confounding emerged through C20 deletion and 
simplified synthetic access. However, the benefits of scaffold 
stabilization and rapid synthetic access depended entirely on whether 
this modification significantly affect engagement of the KOR. This risk 
was partly mitigated by docking studies that suggested C20 pointed 
away from the binding pocket and therefore its deletion would be 
unlikely to affect binding. Retrosynthetic dissection involved 
lactonization, Heck arylation and intramolecular Michael reaction. 
Establishment of stereochemistry in the Michael reaction relied heavily 
on the stabilization imparted by methyl deletion: in this step and 
installation of the C2 acetoxy group, base-mediated equilibration of 
stereochemistry was achieved. The Michael precursor resembled a 
vicinally difunctionalized Hagemann’s ester, consequently targeted as 
the starting material (Figure 11).   

Commercially available Hagemann’s ester was first 
advanced by conjugate addition of Grignard reagent 115— 
transmetalated to copper—followed by trapping with acrolein, 
incorporating almost all skeletal carbons in a single step.   Elimination 
of the secondary allylic alcohol gave enone 117 primed as a Michael 
acceptor. Deprotection of the primary TBS group and oxidation to the 
aldehyde allowed application of standard pyrrolidine catalysis 
conditions.  Although both diastereomers of the intermediate bicycle 
were produced, scaffold stabilization allowed in-situ epimerization 
with potassium carbonate and funneled the reaction towards the 
thermodynamic trans-decalin in high yield. The same thermodynamic 
stability was leveraged to set the C2 acetoxy stereochemistry, which 
was accomplished by LDA enolization and Davis oxaziridine 
hydroxylation, followed by in situ acetylation;  epimerization occurred 
in the same step when DBU was used as base. One key nuance here is 
that Pinnick oxidation preceded this C2 oxidation to prevent 
competitive hydroxylation of the aldehyde, but use of a free carboxylic 
acid across these steps proved operationally challenging. The 
redeeming feature of this nuisance came in the form of furan 
installation. Many attempts to arylate the alkene in the presence of the 
aldehyde or at different stages of the sequence remained unsuccessful.   
The carboxylate, however, proved uniquely effective to promote Heck 
arylation with 3-bromofuran—an unprecented directing group effect in 
Heck arylation and one that has since been expanded to robust 
methodology to form quaternary carbons.54  A potassium cation proved 
the most effective to realize high yields, consistent with the Yu model 
for η-2 potassium chelation and coordination of palladium cis to the 
alkenyl sidechain.55 Stereoselective lactonization provided 20-nor-
salvinorin A, but only after extensive screening. C-O bond formation 
was found to be reversible, leading to equilibration of diastereomers 
using Bronsted and Lewis acids. In contrast, HFIP was thought to 
acidify the carboxylic acid of 120 and promote internal protonation 
followed by ion collapse, generating a 4:1 diastereomeric mixture in 
favor of the correct C12 configuration. This 10-step synthesis produced  
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Figure 11. Shenvi’s synthesis of SalA analogs that retain high potency and selectivity at KOR but remove epimerization. 

20-nor-salvinorin A in a 3% overall yield, but its value hinged on any 
improved scaffold stabilization and its affinity at the KOR. 
 Epimerization studies with DBU in d3-MeCN revealed that 
20-nor-sal-A reversed the stability of SalA and its C8 epimer. So, 
whereas SalA decreased to 30% with 8-epi-SalA growing to 70%, nor-
20-SalA generated only 30% of its C8 epimer. Assays of 20-nor-sal A 
revealed affinity and potency about 5-fold lower than SalA itself, and 
with the same high selectivity for KOR over MOR and DOR. Notably, 
these assays compared rac-nor-20-SalA to nat-SalA, suggesting that a 
single enantiomer of nor-20-SalA might exhibit higher potency,  
Several other C12 aryl analogues were generated, showcasing how the 
synthesis is easily diversifiable. Interestingly, the phenyl analogue 
exhibited comparable activity to 20-nor-Sal A, calling into question a 
proposal that a hydrogen bond to the furanyl oxygen significantly 
contributed to potency. 56 
 In addition to 1,3-diaxial strain imparted by the C20 methyl, 
our group identified a dihedral angle driving force for C8 
epimerization and designed a synthesis of O6C-20-nor-sal A, replacing 
the C ring lactone with a cyclic ketone.57  The synthesis diverged from 

the prior intermediate 120.  DCC coupling afforded beta-keto-ester 121 
which would allow the enol tautomer to predominate and simplify 
acid-mediated cyclization onto the benzylic alkene—a more difficult 
task than carboxylic acid cyclization due to keto-enol tautomerism.  
Cyclization was realized by treatment with triflimide and provided a 
2:1 diastereomeric mixture, in favor of the equatorial furan 
stereochemistry.  Final Krapcho decarboxylation of the ester yielded 
O6C-20-nor-sal A.  
 As predicted, O6C-20-nor-sal A does not epimerize at all in 
basic conditions. In addition, it lost no potency towards KOR agonism 
compared 20-nor-SalA itself and exhibited the same balanced agonism 
as the benchmark agonist U69,593, i.e. no bias for G protein signaling 
versus β-arrestin recruitment. This increased stability, high potency 
and room to improve bias established O6C-20-nor-SalA as a promising 
scaffold for a medicinal chemistry campaign. The ketone functionality 
also serves as a new handle for modifications that would not be 
possible from the lactone moiety. Such a campaign would require a 
robust and diversifiable synthesis of the scaffold.  The route to O6C-
20-nor-sal A here is concise but many late stage steps are low yielding, 
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and the overall synthesis racemic, which challenges a serious SAR 
exploration. Rendering these syntheses asymmetric is challenged by 
the tendency of Hagemann’s ester to epimerize and is the subject of 
ongoing efforts.   
 
11. Comparison of routes through chemical space 
 
 The benefits of one chemical synthesis over another can be 
judged by metrics used in the pharmaceutical industry like process 
mass intensity (PMI, industrial scale), cost, labor, impurity profile and 
environmental impact; as well as less rigorous metrics preferred in 
academia like step count or yield per step, neither of which are 
carefully regulated. This sort of verdict is problematic for a naturally 
abundant molecule whose mere production is not the priority. If, 
instead, the structure must be optimized toward functional endpoints, 
then different routes can serve different purposes: one route quickly 
produces a diversifiable scaffold, another route convergently merges 
building blocks; both may access orthogonal libraries. For this review, 
comparison is complicated by the targeting of 4 different scaffolds for 
future development—SalA, Prisanzano’s pseudo-neoclerodane, 
nor20SalA and O6Cnor20SalA. Since these scaffolds and any of their 
intermediates might be diversified to structurally-similar opioid 
receptor agonists, we analyzed how the routes navigate chemical space 
approaching the target. The idea is that rapid access to similar 
compounds (close in NP chemical space, if properly defined) can serve 
as a platform for future biological discovery.  

 
Figure 12. Choice of dimensions for visualizing movement through a 
chemical space during total synthesis.  
 
We chose three dimensions to define chemical space through the 
course of these syntheses (Figure 12). The first dimension was depicted 
by Tanimoto index using the SkeletonSphere’s descriptor in the 
DataWarrior software package. This dimension can quantitatively 
differentiate ‘total synthesis’ from ‘semi-synthesis’ by measuring 
similarities between graphs of chemical bonding. For the purposes of 
the analysis here, where there are no semi-syntheses, the Tanimoto 
index dimension can gauge how soon and how rapidly the commercial 
materials begin to approach salvinorin chemical space, which greatly  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Syntheses traversing a chemical space: a. information 
content (Cm) vs. target similarity (Tanimoto), b. oxidation state [O] vs. 
Cm, c. [O] vs. Tanimoto, d. [O] vs. Cm vs. Tanimoto. 
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impacts the efficiency of encoding the information content necessary 
for bioactivity. The second dimension measures information content 
according to the Böttcher index Cm, which is an additive measure of 
how all atoms are connected.58 Unlike the Tanimoto index, Cm can 
exceed the target if a synthesis overshoots complexity by addition of 
too many atoms, extra stereocenters or auxiliary rings. Instead, 
incremental increase in Cm with few nodes (intermediates) between 
starting material and target can signal efficient encoding of complexity. 
Annotation of Cm for each intermediate was significantly accelerated 
by a Python script written by Professor Stefano Forli.59 The third 
dimension measured skeletal carbon oxidation state (specifically the 
number of the skeletal carbons at the correct oxidation state in a 
particular intermediate) to visualize how redox reactions are used 
productively. Since oxygenation patterns impact binding affinity, 
stability and metabolism,20 their efficient encoding within the synthesis 
effects how these functional attributes of the target can be perturbed.  
 First, we assembled three graphs to look for similar patterns 
between syntheses, as well as any redundancies between the 
dimensions. There was an overall weak positive correlation between 
complexity (Cm score) and similarity to target (Tanimoto index): these 
are non-redundant measures (Figure 13a). Many syntheses rapidly 
reach high information content, or overshot complexity, without 
nearing structural similarity. The simplest syntheses show a linear 
correlation between complexity and similarity – little is wasted in 
approach of the target. Similarly, oxidation state and Cm (Figure 13b) 
showed little overall correlation, but the most straightforward 
syntheses showed a generally linear correlation between oxidation state 
and complexity. In contrast, oxidation state directly correlated to target 
similarity.  Many of the less efficient syntheses, however, reached a 
scaffold one or two oxidation states away and still required several 
steps to reach the target, either installation of the final oxidations or 
carrying out several redox redundant FGIs. 
 Put together into Figure 13d, the syntheses partition into two 
groups: Metz/ 20norSalA versus all others. This graphical separation 
reflects three main attributes: 1) absence of auxiliaries, protecting 
groups, unproductive stereocenters or functional groups—all of which 
add information content (Cm) without approaching target similarity; 2) 
early access to oxidized intermediates that elevate the syntheses above 
the scrum of functional group interconversions that bog down other 
routes; and 3) relatively few steps that separate these simple, highly-
oxidized intermediates from their targets. These relationships suggest 
that future work should focus on direct access to a highly oxygenated 
framework, where oxidation state is embedded in starting materials. 
 
12. Scaffold Hopping vs. Dynamic retrosynthesis 
 Natural products (NPs) are excellent starting points for drug 
discovery as they typify topologically complex small molecules, which 
tend to exhibit greater specificity of protein binding.60  Natural 
products are not, however, rendered flawless by evolution, especially 
since natural selection pressures do not include clinical trials! Instead, 
the target could be thought of as dynamic, subject to structural change 
that maintains its unique, natural product character (locus in chemical 
space), but opens concise synthetic paths and improves functional 
liabilities.  Scaffold changes not only alter retrosynthesis, but can 
improve diversifiability for SAR studies, enhance metabolic stability, 
adjust distribution and refine other pharmacokinetic profiles. This idea 
of treating the normally static target of a retrosynthetic analysis as 
dynamic is related to the idea of scaffold hopping in medicinal 
chemistry. The term “scaffold hopping” was originally coined in 1999 
by Schneider,61 but remains poorly defined in the literature. The 
concept broadly refers to taking inspiration from a lead compound or 

its main pharmacophore and changing the scaffold to arrive at novel 
chemotype with improved bioactivity, altered pharmacokinetic profiles 
and open intellectual property rights.  Scaffold-hopping among opioids 
is commonplace and typified by tramadol, a pain reliever, which was 
designed from the powerful opioid morphine.62 The tramadol scaffold, 
however, has lost three out of five rings and three out of five 
stereocenters. It has a lower potency than morphine but also reduced 
side-effects, importantly attenuating respiratory depression compared 
to morphine.63 In contrast, SalA, 20-nor-SalA and O6C-20-nor-SalA 
all possess nearly identical scores—probably not far enough to be 
considered a hop. While dynamic analysis is still being developed, 
scaffold-hopping has been classified into four main categories: 
heterocycle replacements, ring opening or closure, peptidomimetics 
and topology-based hopping.51 Like dynamic analysis, these 
approaches are usually computationally aided: several programs have 
been developed to aid scaffold-hopping, including CATS, used by 
Schneider.50 The distinguishing feature between scaffold-hoping and 
dynamic retrosynthesis, aside from an emphasis on complex NPs, is 
maintenance of chemotype rather than movement (hopping) to a 
different scaffold. Quantitatively comparing changes in complexity 
scores, developed by Bӧttcher,56 between tramadol and morphine, and 
Sal and O6C-20-nor-SalA, it is clear that tramadol loses a significant 
amount of complexity 38% from the scaffold hop, whereas O6C-20-
nor-SalA only loses 4% complexity in the dynamic analysis.  However, 
both methods produce compounds with maintained bioactivity and 
simplified synthetic approaches (Figure 14). Scaffold hopping may 
prove to be an important and complementary approach to dynamic 
analysis in total synthesis if two NP chemotypes share a target, but one 
is underexplored or more accessible. Given the importance of the 
kappa-opioid receptor, its homology to other GPCRs and the 
complexity of the SalA chemotype, scaffold hopping to other NPs 
known to engage homologous GPCR binding sites may provide a 
fruitful range of targets to explore. Indeed, several metabolites have 
shown promising activity at kappa- and mu-opioid receptors.64,65  

 

Figure 14. Scaffold hopping versus scaffold preservation/ alteration to 
reduce synthetic burden in natural product space. 
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13. Conclusions 

 SalA has emerged as a promising candidate for development 
of KOR-selective tool compounds and novel therapeutics: as an anti-
preuritic, analgesic or rapid-acting/ rapid-resolving hallucinogen. 
Further advances in this area could be significantly enabled by efficient 
and diversifiable syntheses. As discussed in the preceding sections, all 
the previous syntheses of SalA were plagued by epimerization of the 
C8 carbon, which we identified as driven by 1,3-diaxial steric clash, 
combined with lactone planarity, and supported with experimental data 
derived from total synthesis. In addition to scaffold instability, SalA 
possesses metabolic liabilities: the C2 acetate is subject to cleavage by 
carboxyl esterases and the C-ring lactone is subject to ring-opening by 
calcium lactonases, the metabolites being less-potent or inactive 
compounds like salvinorin B.66 The furan is proposed to be labile to 
oxidation.47  SalA also does not distribute well for an ideal chronic 
pain medication, as it acts in both the peripheral and central nervous 
system, quickly penetrates the blood brain barrier and can cause 
intense hallucinations and dysphoria.  A growing body of opioid 
research has proposed that peripherally restricted opioids can prevent 
the psychological side-effects that often accompany the local analgesia. 
Robust support for this idea comes from the recent successes of 
difelikefalin, a peripherally restricted KOR agonist, in phase III and II 
clinical for uremic pruritis67 (internal itch due to kidney failure) and 
acute postoperative pain,68 respectively.  
 Stabilization of the salvinorin A scaffold by substituent 
replacement and scaffold editing has established a powerful foundation 
for future work. Chemical innovations projected for the future include 
further efficiency gains in development of a high-yielding, asymmetric 
route; application of combinatorial methods to generate large, diverse 
libraries; and appendage of groups for binding-site elucidation54 or 
photopharmacology.69 Biological innovations include increased oral 
bioavailability, peripheral restriction, increased brain-residence time 
and biased signaling. The diversity and importance of challenges 
arrayed against the salvinorin A chemotype promise many discoveries 
wait just beyond the horizon.   
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